Public Void Closed:(

What is this? A new title? A new name, and a new meaning to the PVC? Could this be the amazing rebranding we've all been waiting for? Haha, nope. Or at least, I hope nobody was waiting for another lockdown. Forcing us to release this PVC not at a Friday afternoon drink, but just at a Friday afternoon.

Now, is that a bad thing? It might be for those that are only reading this paper for the free beers you can win. But for the others, we're just as creative, and we hope that this PVC contains just as much fun content as you're used to.

Bartenders' Blog
Not from the teppers

As you're used to, we also asked our lovely bartenders to write a small blog for you this PVC. But without a drink and without any designated bartenders, there's apparently also no bartenders' blog. But don't worry, I myself also have some experience with standing near a bar, so writing about beer shouldn't be the hardest. Right?

Well, apparently it is because all my creativity for this piece is gone after that last sentence. But oh well. I hope you had fun reading!

Sinterklaas
From the Petes

See the moon shines through the trees! Sinterklaas is in the country! Probably a large deal of you have been rhyming the last week or will be the coming weekend, to gift your presents in the most original way. If you don't have any creativity yet, let us help with these amazing rhymes to use in your poem!

... Are you ready for a surprise? Then it's time to chug some dice!

... Sinterklaas is in town with his Petes, After the game night, let's hope we remember niets!

... Sinterklaas was once thinking, Why'd you spend so much time binge drinking?

Squiddies
From the Intern

All who have been in the room recently may have noticed a new development. The room is not only populated by the Inter-Actief board and members anymore, it now has its own invasion of monsters! No, not the monster energy that you can buy, but the more fluffy type of monsters. In this short text, I would like to introduce to you a few of the new monsters.

First of all, we have the OG Squiddy, bought by Rosan in Utrecht together with the whole Candidate Board at that time. This Squiddy is coloured white and grey and shows you the mood of your favourite Officer of Educational Affairs.

Next to that, we have a purple-grey and blue-pink Squiddy. They are almost always happy!
Two of the fluffy friends can hold hands, one of the fluffy friends made a donation to the American Cancer Foundation, and one of them is shaped like a tiger or something. The last Squiddy is a bit different; it is a turtle. This turtle has two modes, namely ‘hungover’ and ‘sleepy’. As you might have guessed, this turtle is showing the mood of the Officer of Internal Affairs.

Meet them soon in the Inter-Actief room! (That rhymes, so as you can see, this is a Sinterklaas edition of the Public Void Closed:(

IA Top 100
From Egbert

“Wouter you need to tell people to vote for the top 100 while they still can (https://100-actief.nl/vote), just be creative.”

Public Void Play();
For the first time, also online!

Every public void close() contains a puzzle to exercise your mind. This time, we’ll switch it up a little, and make the Public Void Puzzle a game. This game is inspired by our favourite Friday afternoon game, binb.co! The rules of this game are simple. The website plays a song, and you have thirty seconds to guess the title and artist. Guessing one of the two gives you one point and guessing both gives you more, depending on how fast you are. Now, on to the rules of our game; we invite all of you to go come to https://binb.co/hits/ at 16:00 today to play a few games of binb with us. The first person to reach 43 points or higher wins!

If you need some more motivation: if the winner sends a screenshot of their marvellous victory to void@inter-actief.net, they will receive eleven free drinks at the next physical Inter-Actief drink!

P.S. Just as a tip, your chances of the website actually working properly are slightly higher when using Firefox ;)

Want to contribute to the public void? Then please contact us at void@inter-actief.net! Have a strong opinion about any articles in the public void? Those can be mailed to no-reply@inter-actief.net.

See you next Friday Afternoon drink!